
MAM OH PALP I 
758 Winona Drive 
Youngstown 11, Ohio 44511 

July 16, 1963 

Dear Amzie: 

How are you???? You must have heard whet I have been 
doing? Anyway I am as much around Cleveland and Greenwood as 
I was when I was there in the flesh. I tried to move mountains.. 
it is hard, hut somehow the dents I tried to make show a little. 
My photographic essay on Greenwood appear this month in JUBILEE 
Magazine. There^iTfnaecuracies in it, I am sorry, they had a, 
typed manuscript, Boh Moses read it, but they still ... though 
they did keep the spirit and this is the most important thing. 

A propos, when I saw êd to tell him about saw Roy Wilkins. . J tri 
you. I am sorry, but I Btatitt think he/un8§rstand your position 
quite. I wished, T could have helped a little, 

Nov; that I received this wonderful award through the Taconic 
Foundation I am trying to line up my schedule. I will return or 
pick up my work again with the mass meeting in Washington, though 
T will use our vacation trip for research purposes. Will you go 
to the mass meeting? Do you have any suggestion for me? xvhat io 
do? Where to be? or any other suggestion???? every one would 
be most valuable. Thank you/ 

This is all for today. I am writing a million letters and 
try to draw as much attention to my project as possible. 

Since I feel you are an old friend, Please take my warmest 
wishes and much love, 

tn, 
F.S. You might be interested to know, that the FBI is still 

after me for the U.S.Dept. of Justice and Burke Marshall. 
Just got a call to make additional prints. I feel proud 
that my work is used for this purpose. 


